Vinyl Composition Tile

Crossover SKUS

Standard Excelon® Imperial® Texture  |  Azrock® VCT
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE

Standard Excelon® Imperial® Texture | Azrock® VCT Crossovers

Tile Size: 12 in. x 12 in.

Made-To-Order Program

Standard Item: 5XXXX

Diamond 10® Technology Coating Item: ZXXXX

Indicates Coordinating Wall Base

For best color comparison, obtain product samples. More than one color may work as a substitute. Specify either standard VCT (5XXXX) or VCT with Diamond 10® Technology Coating (ZXXXX), or both, when ordering.

Use this guide as an easy visual crossover to find your Armstrong Flooring VCT! Azrock® VCT listed in the upper right corner where applicable.
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VINYL COMPOSITION TILE
Standard Excelon® Imperial® Texture | Azrock® VCT Crossovers

Indicates Coordinating Wall Base

Tile Size: 12 in. x 12 in.

Made-To-Order Program
Standard Item: 5XXXX
Diamond 10® Technology Coating Item: ZXXXX

For best color comparison, obtain product samples. More than one color may work as a substitute. Specify either standard VCT (5XXXX) or VCT with Diamond 10® Technology Coating (ZXXXX), or both, when ordering.
To order product samples, contact your local Armstrong Flooring Sales Representative or use one of these convenient methods:

Call: 1 888 276 7676
Web: ArmstrongFlooring.com/ordersamples